
35th skræða   

Sound and “matter”    
 
 * can we arouse ripples on consciousness? 

 * to where leads the bridge Bilröst / Bifröst? 
 * tívar are bright; do we not see them? 
 * they are everywhere, in everything; do we not see them? 

 
do we know that some is shallow, some is profound?  

   * what would that be in connection to human life? 
 * what is shallow, what is deep, when comes to understanding of life? 
 * do we digest thoughts and incidents as we digest food? 

 * how do we gain a sip of Valföðurs wine and Jesus’s wine 
and how do we have it flow in human life? 

 * where are mind and body when I nýsi niður  

           into my “thoughtlessness”? 
 * do I need to be a living man to be able to evolve? 

 * is the body any barrier for the mind and its nature  
to seek the expansion of Glaðheimar? 

 * is the body really an all-porous vibrations? 

 * why would Gungnir (/vibrations) be a weapon  
in myths’ symbolic language? 

 
produce the sound Aaaaaa, end it in a point K, and then again…. 
which symbols infinity coming to a point, then from point to infinity again 

 
Hávamál:  orð mér af orði orðs leita / word from word I seek 
- and this I do by nýsast niður 

note that nýsa niður is told in past tense, nýsta ek niður   
  * why would that be? 

when pending, hanging in nothingness, on vingameiður, nýsandi niður 
             (nosing down) 
thought is not, so we tell afterwards 

then future tense:  runes thou shalt find 
 

 * is our food healthy when it contains the perfect Gungnir 
   all natural qualities are lively 
   intelligence is there 

   contains praña? 
 
know that only by consuming healthy and “lively” food  

containing intelligence,  
can our digestion produce ojas, the finest outcome in the body; 



food devoid of intelligence can never digest into ojas in our physiology 

 
 * do we make our food unhealthy? 

 * do we not understand the finest Gungnir in our food? 
 * is there too much added stuff for shelf-life and “looks”? 
 * is our food appropriate if it contains sin? 

 * as life is not little things but The Whole,  
can partial knowledge be inadequate and even dangerous? 

 * is education often partial, lacking The Wholeness? 

 * can we enliven tívar in everything in our life?  In all life? 
 * does valkyrja serve me when I bring (/sacrifice)  

my individual consciousness into ginnungagap? 
 * what is, and where is, Ásgarður? 
   is a trip to Ásgarður a most natural undertaking for me? 

 * is Gungnir super-strings? 
 * can we measure Gungnir?  

 * Is Gungnir tangible? 
 * do scientists, with their elaborate devices, have difficulties in 

pinpointing Gungnir because of his flickering nature and whimsies? 

 * what does the name Gungnir mean? 
 * is our Ymir only sounds?   
   * is the universe all sound and vibrations? 

 
note: research can affect the behaviour of the object researched 

so Gungnir behaves whimsically when we perform research on him; 
the researcher affects the object researched, 
meaning: our very attention on some phenomena changes their behaviour 

 
 * is our attention a powerful tool? 

 * should we choose carefully what we pay attention to? 
 
 

Skræðan sound and „matter is available on Amazon  here 
 
Listen to the book on Youtube here 
 

http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-sound-matter-Volume/dp/993546735X/ref=sr_1_36?ie=UTF8&qid=1403107111&sr=8-36&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BE6esg8xpTg&index=35&list=PLx4mHtocTUwAOewesWqA40Rm1U0owsJJq

